**Presentation Title**

**Basic Country Information (25 pts):**
- Location and map of country (continent, region, country)
- Climate
- Geographic Features (Land)
- Population
- Religious and Ethnic Groups
- Government
- Culture
- Economy

**Cause of Conflict (15 pts):**
- Political Ideology, Self-Determination, Ethnic, Religious, National Identity, **OR** Limited Resources?
- Who were the people/groups involved in the conflict, why were/are they fighting, and what were/are their goals?

**Timeline**
- Major events leading up to the conflict
- The start of the conflict
- Major events in the conflict
- End of conflict (if it has ended)

**General Historic Background (15 pts):**

**Characteristics of the Conflict (25 pts):**
- Scope
  - Were weapons of mass destruction involved?
- How did the international community respond? (governmental and non-governmental organizations)

**Scope**

**Strategies Used**

**Impact of the Conflict (25 pts):**
- **Impact on the Country**
  - Immediate impact
  - Long-term impacts
- **Impact on the Region**
  - Immediate impact
  - Long-term impacts
- **Impact on the Global Community**
  - Immediate impact
  - Long-term impacts

**My Thoughts (15 pts):**
- Has this conflict led to growth or hindered development in the country? (Will people’s lives be better or worse?)

A list of sources used in MLA Works Cited format MUST be included! (on back of poster, last PPT slide, OR within Prezi) (**10pts**)